Example 3 10. Figures 9 and 10 (corresponding with figures 7 and 8) show the same problem solved for a stress system which is partly plastic, partly elastic, so th at the contours exhibit 'refraction' at a plastic-elastic interface. The stress system is th at induced by tension applied along the horizontal centre-fine of a symmetrical specimen having two semicircular notches which form a 'waist'. The computed stresscomponents, being based on a particular hypothesis regarding plastic strain, are open to question; but this is of no importance to the present paper, which is concerned solely with the graphical representation of a specified stress. By a point-particle is understood a particle whose field-producing and inertial properties are all located at a point. The particle may have a finite charge and a finite mass, but the charge density and mass density are exactly zero at every point of space other than the point at which the particle is located at th at instant of time. The motion of the particle through space-time is therefore described by a time-like world-line. If the particle possesses a dipole or a higher multipole moment, then this is described by a suitable co-ordinate having a given value at each point of the
On the theory of point-particles I t is deduced from th e conservation o f th e en ergy-m om entum tensor th a t if th e flow o f energy and m om entum into a tub e surrounding a tim e-lik e w orld-line, on w hich th e field is singular, becom e singular as th e size o f th e tub e is contracted to zero, th en th e singular term s are necessarily perfect differentials o f qu antities on th e w orld-line w ith respect to th e proper tim e along the world-line. The sam e can be proved o f an y other tensor, as, for exam p le, th e angular-m om entum tensor, w hich is conserved. I t is proved from th is th a t for an y p o in t-p a r ticle w hatever havin g charge, spin or other properties, w hich n eed n o t be specified, it is alw ays possible to deduce ex a ct equations o f m otion w hich are finite.
I t is proved further th a t if the energy-m om entum tensor is altered b y th e ad d ition o f dK^vojdxG, where
is any tensor antisym m etric in v and cr, th en th e equations o f m otion are unaltered, but it i possible to choose K^vo in such a w ay as to m ake th e flow o f energy and m om entum into a given tub e non-singular. By a point-particle is understood a particle whose field-producing and inertial properties are all located at a point. The particle may have a finite charge and a finite mass, but the charge density and mass density are exactly zero at every point of space other than the point at which the particle is located at th at instant of time. The motion of the particle through space-time is therefore described by a time-like world-line. If the particle possesses a dipole or a higher multipole moment, then this is described by a suitable co-ordinate having a given value at each point of the world-line, but it is again assumed th at the dipole density is exactly zero at all points of space-time not lying on the world-line. Thus the motion of the particle through space-time is completely described by a time-like world-line with the values of the co-ordinates describing the spin and other properties of the particle given at each point of it.
It has been shown by Dirac (1938) th at an exact theory of a point electron moving in an electromagnetic field can be set up free from singularities, and Bhabha (1940) and Bhabha & Corben (1941) have shown that a similar theory free from singularities can be set up for a point dipole. I t has been shown further by one of us (Bhabha 1939 (Bhabha ,1941 th at the theory can be extended to point-particles interacting with meson fields. These cover all the cases of practical interest, but a general demonstration th at it is always possible to set up an exact classical theory for point-particles interacting with any field has not so far been given. This will be done in the present paper.
In all the work referred to above, the method used for finding the equations of motion of the point-particle is the same. From the field equations we calculate the field produced by the point-particle, or more exactly, we take that solution of the homogeneous field equations which has a singularity of the required type on the world-line. We now surround a finite length of the world-line by a world tube whose radius is ultimately made to tend to zero, and calculate the flow of energy, momen tum and angular momentum into the world tube from outside by using the usual energy-momentum and angular-momentum tensors of the field. For brevity we shall refer to the quantities so calculated as the inflow. The equations of motion are now found from the condition that conservation of energy, momentum and angular momentum require that the flow of all these quantities into the tube must only depend on conditions at the two ends of the tube, th at is, it must only be a function of the co-ordinates of the particle an,d their higher derivatives and also possibly of the field quantities at the two ends of the tube. Since the field is singular on the world-line, the usual energy-momentum tensor is also singular, and in consequence the flow of energy and momentum into the tube is likewise singular. That in spite of this it has always been possible to derive finite equations for the motion of the pointparticles has always depended on the circumstance that the singular parts of the inflow over an infinitesimal length of the tube are always perfect differentials. We shall prove that this is a general property which is a consequence only of the con servation of the energy-momentum tensor and therefore th at finite equations for the motion of a point-particle of any type whatsoever can always be derived.
We shall also show that it is always possible to modify the energy-momentum tensor by the addition of the divergence of a tensor of higher rank in the manner suggested by Pryce (1938) so that the inflow over a tube of given shape becomes finite. But the inflow would not necessarily be finite over a tube of any other shape. That it is always possible to modify the tensor in the same way as to make finite the inflow over tubes of any arbitrary shape, as also the energy and momentum integrals over a r b itr a l space-like surfaces is shown by one of us (H.-C.) in the paper which immediately follows this.
1. We use the same notation as in the previous papers by one of us (H .J. B.). We take the metric tensor to have the form = -= -< 722 -1 with g/n, -0 for fi^v . The world-line of the particle is described by four co-ordinates z^(t) which are functions of the proper time r measured from some point along it. The other co-ordinates of the particle, if any, need not be specified for the present work. A dot denotes differentiation with respect to r, and F>" = is used to denote the velocity of the particle, x^ denotes a point of space, -2c" (r0) the distance from any point of space to the retarded point r 0 on the world-line defined by V^0-
If t0 be kept fixed then equation (1) is also the equation of the light cone whose apex is at r 0. We further introduce a quantity k as a function of the co-ordinates x^ defined by /c = ^^( r 0).
The energy-momentum tensor is denoted by T^. equation
It satisfies the conservation
It is necessary to find the generalization of Gauss's theorem to four-dimensional hyperbolic space. Let = a (4) be a closed three-dimensional surface S surrounding a four-dimensional volume F such that the surface £ °( x< ") = aAct for pos wholly in the volume F. Let P, P and P be parame point on the surface S. Then, if A> be any tensor, the generalization of Gauss's theorem reads where D is the determinant of the transformation from the x 'a to the f 's and the surface is covered in such a way th at d£\ d are alwa
dP dp dP dP dx3 dx3 dx3 dx3 On the theory of point-particles dt,°/dxfl is the normal to the surface S. For a displacement in the direction of this normal with positive Al the change d£° of £° is AC0 0£°a£°d xt*dxu r This is positive if d^jdxe-is a time-like vector and negative if it is space-like. Thus on the space-like portions of the surface the normal to the surface on the right-hand side of (5) is directed outwards, and on the time-like portions it is directed inwards.
By writing dSv -| D \for an element of the surface with its norm directed in the sense defined above, the right-hand side of (5) can be written
F ig u r e 1
Consider a portion of the world-line between the points r x and r 2 and surround it by a world-tube of any arbitrary shape. We consider the ends of the tube to be given by the two two-dimensional surfaces where it intersects the future light cones from the points r x and r 2 respectively. The flow of energy and momentum into the tube is then given by j^T^d S y ,
the normal to the surface being directed outwards. For conservation, (8) must be put equal to a function of the form A^{t2) -where A>'{r) is a function of v? and the other co-ordinates of the particle, possibly also of the field quantities, and their higher derivatives at the point r only. On differentiating this equation
= Mr).
<9) This is not a mathematical identity but furnishes the equations of motion of the point-particle. It should be noted at once that the equations derived in this way are independent of the shape of the tube. For if the given tube is surrounded by another of some other shape, then it follows from (3) and (5) that the difference in the integral (8) over the two tubes is just equal to the integral over the portions of the light cones at t1 and r 2 intercepted between the two tubes. In the limit when the size of both tubes is made to tend to zero, the integrals over the light cones just become functions of the conditions at t1 and r 2 respectively, and hence the difference in (8) calculated over two tubes of different shape is identically of the form A'HtJ -A 'H tJ . This difference can be absorbed into the right-hand side of (9), and hence it does not affect the equation of motion which can be so derived. One may therefore work with whatever tube is most convenient. Consider now a volume V lying between the two light cones and starting from the points r 'a n d r' + d r 'respectively, and between the tw defined by
k -e and k = ■ ?/, as shown in figure 1 . The boundar be characterized by the equation £° = 0, where £° is a discontinuous function chosen in the following way:
Since (3) holds inside this volume V it follows from (5) th at
J K-e J K=rj the normals to the light cones being taken in the direction of increasing r in both cases, and towards the world-line on the two world-tubes. To evaluate the second integral on the left it is convenient to take £x = x, £2 = s2 and £3 = ,s-3 in addition to £° = r. As shown in the previous papers, it follows from (1) and (2) th at
Ih e right-hand sides of (11)- (14) have to be inserted as the columns of the matrix on the right of (6). Since the determinant of a matrix vanishes if it has any two columns identical, it follows that we may omit all except the first terms on the right-hand sides of (11)- (14) and get
Therefore
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dQ being the element of surface of a sphere of radius k in the ' rest system ' in which vQ -1, vx = v2 = v3 = 0. Similarly, (10) now becomes f T/*vdSv = (dr f T^KydQ.
It is important to note that the left-hand side of (18) is not a perfect differential. The integral does not depend in general only on conditions on the world-line at the point r. Differentiating this equation with respect to e, we get
As k ->0 the second term in (19) becomes a perfect differential, and hence if there are any singular terms in the first term of (19) these must be perfect differentials and be compensated identically by those in the second term. (19) is the exact statement that the singular part of the inflow is a perfect differential. In case the energy tensor can be expanded as a series in ascending powers of k for sufficiently small values of k starting with some negative power of k, then (19) shows that all the terms except the term independent of ki n the inflow must be perfect dif The singular terms being perfect differentials can always be compensated by the addition of suitable terms to .A/1 in (9) and therefore play no part in motion of the point-particle. The term independent of k is not a perfect differential, and by putting it equal to a suitable perfect differential as in (9) the equation of translational motion of the point-particle is obtained. It is seen that to determine the equation of a point-particle it is only necessary to calculate that part of the inflow which remains finite as k -> 0 .The rest can be ignored. It is clear that the same argument holds if two of the boundaries of the volume V are taken as any two surfaces passing through the points r and r + dr instead of the light cones. The argument also holds for any other tensor which satisfies a con servation law of the type (3), and therefore for the angular-momentum tensor of the field. In finding the rotational equations of the particle it is therefore only necessary to calculate the finite part of the inflow of angular momentum and to put this equal to a suitable perfect differential.
Let
be a tensor antisymmetric in ju, and v. Let us suppose that the co ordinates £°, £2 and £3 of the last section are so chosen that = ft with constant fi represents a closed two-dimensional surface (o forming the boundary of a portion S' of the three-dimensional surface £° = a, and assume that C1 = A-d A (d A positive) is a two-dimensional surface lying entirely within the three-dimensional surface so enclosed. Then it is well known that f I ... 7\^c t ,7 0
In this formula let us insert a tensor antisymmetric in v and cr in place of X V (T, and take for the surface £° the surface of the tube between the points tx and t2. It is convenient in this case to take as the variables £, £° = T>£2 = £3 _ ss> and we obtain, as in the last section, remembering (11)- (15), ( 21) on account of the antisymmetry of K^in v and Diffe
The inflow of dK^/dx* over an infinitesimal portion of a world-tube of any arbitrary shape can similarly always be shown to be identically a perfect differential. Hence, if the energy-momentum tensor T ^is replaced by a new on
which obviously also satisfies a conservation equation like (3), then the inflow is only altered by the addition of perfect differentials, and these do not alter the equa tions of motion since they can be compensated by the addition of suitable terms to A* in (9). Denote by that part of the inflow, calculated by using the original tensor T^, which is a perfect differential. B** depends only on the variables at t. Then taking 
and inserting it into (22), we get, remembering (1), (2),
Since it has been shown that the singular parts of the inflow are always perfect differentials they can be included in B p, and it has the always possible to find a tensor K>W (r such that the inflow calculated from the modified tensor (23) is finite over the particular world-tube chosen.
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The tensor (24) is by no means uniquely defined. Thus 141 (26) could equally well have been taken, with b a positive constant and a number greater than the highest order of singularity in This tensor would in fact have the advantage over (24) th at its integral over any surface at infinity would always vanish.
The integral of the modified tensor over any arbitrary three-dimensional surface is not necessarily finite, nor is the inflow finite over a tube of any other shape than the one chosen above. The general properties of the energy tensor T^v are investi gated in more detail in the paper by one of us (H.-C.) which follows this, and it is shown there th at it is always possible to find a tensor K(ivcr such that the modified tensor has no singularities of order higher than the third.
